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Structure-dependent optical properties of single-walled silicon nanotubes
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The electron excitations of Single-Walled Silicon Nanotubes (SWSiNTs), with sp2 and sp3

hybridization, were studied using the localized-density-matrix (LDM) method with INDO/S

parameters. Strong anisotropic characteristics of the dynamic polarizabilities were found for all the

nanotubes. The transitional intensity along the tubular axis is much larger than that perpendicular to

the axis for all the nanotubes. The optical gaps of sp3-hybridized infinitely-long pentagonal SWSiNTs

are near 3.0 eV and 4.7 eV owing to s–s* transitions along the direction of the tubular axis. The

optical gaps of sp2-hybridized infinitely-long armchair SWSiNTs along the tube axis direction are

about 0.7 eV and 2.4 eV for Si(3,3) SWSiNTs and 0.7 eV and 2.7 eV for Si(4,4) SWSiNTs. The

former peak at 0.7 eV originated from p–p* electron transitions and the latter peak at 2.4 eV or

2.7 eV originated from s–s* electron transitions. Meanwhile, the intensities of p–p* electron

transitions are stronger than those of s–s* electron transitions in SWSiNTs. The low sp2 transition

energy derived from the weak overlap of unpaired pz orbitals of silicon atoms. Moreover, the

electronic excitations of zigzag SWSiNTs are similar to those of armchair structures. This indicates

that sp2-hybridized silicon nanotubes possess much greater potential for application in optical fields.

Introduction

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNT) by Iijima1 in

1991, intense experimental and theoretical studies on carbon

nanotubes2 and non-carbon nanotubes3–6 have been investigated

due to their fascinating properties and wide potential applications.

Silicon is an element in the same column of the periodic table as

carbon, and is a fundamental material in integrated circuits and

the microelectronic semiconducting industry. Hence, attention

has been focused on silicon nanotubes (SiNTs)7 in chemical,

physical, material and other fields.8–14 Silicon tends to form four

covalent bonds in a tetragonal coordination (sp3 hybridization)

and typically crystallizes in a diamond-like structure. Although

stable SiQSi molecules15–19 are possible, the p bond in silicon

compounds is rather weak at about 25 kcal mol�1 (60 kcal mol�1

in carbon). On the contrary, carbon easily forms covalent bonds

through sp, sp2 or sp3 hybridization.

One of the central questions is whether SiNTs based on sp2

hybridization exist or not. SiNT structures based on sp2

hybridization have been discussed theoretically.3,8,11,20–36

Zhang et al.24 proposed puckered surface SWSiNTs formed

from PM3 simulations, although SWSiNTs were less stable

than tetrahedral diamond-like structures. Our pervious study28

suggested that SiNTs could be viewed as forming from a

puckered layer, namely a strip cut from the crystal silicon

along the {111} direction. The strip can be rolled up to make

SiNTs along different directions, such as armchair nanotubes

along the {100} direction and zigzag nanotubes along the

{110} direction. The study also predicted the existence of

stable silicon nanotubes, and that armchair nanotubes are

the most reasonable structure due to the efficient overlap of

pz orbitals and the delocalization of p bonds. Zhang et al.32

determined that the stability of SiNTs containing sp2 hybridization

increases in the order of smooth CNT-like tubes, gear-like tube,

string-bean-like distortion (sp2–sp3) and so on. These studies

indicate that SiNTs based on sp2 hybridization are rational,

although the stability is not strong due to weaker p bonds. Some

proposed methods3,8,22,37,38 to avoid threefold-coordinated

dangling bonds in SiNTs are to saturate silicon atoms by

electron transfer from encapsulated metals, and to bond the

silicon by hydrogen and hydroxyl groups. It is well known that

sp3 hybridization of silicon in one-dimensional nanostructures

favours the formation of nanowires rather than nanotubes.

Zeng et al.39 proposed a novel SiNT structure based on

distorted tetrahedral bonds without encapsulated metals,

although this kind of SiNT structure was previously suggested

with encapsulated transition metals.40–45

There have been experimental reports that investigate sp2-

and sp3-hybridized structures of SiNTs9,46–58 simultaneously.

One of the reported SiNTs is a defect single-crystal structure of

bulk silicon with a diamond-like coordinated structure.49 Other

reported SiNTs, either polycrystalline or amorphous, are

always combined with some amorphous silica.31,46–48,51,59 Crescenzi

et al. have synthesized unoxidized SiNTs in the diameter range
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2 to 35 nm using the dc-arc plasma method.52,56 The STM and

TEM images proved the SiNTs’ atomic arrangement were

compatible with puckered structures and different chiralities, as in

our proposed structures,28 especially the armchair nanotube-like

structures. I–V curves showed that SiNTs are semiconducting or

metallic in character, which is in contrast to the non-metallic

behaviour of silicon nanowires (SiNWs).60 The study confirmed

the presence of overlapping pz orbitals in SiNTs, as found in CNTs,

and the existence of sp2 hybridization in SiNTs. The result of

reflection electron energy loss experiments further verified the

existence of p–p* electron transitions corresponding to sp2-

hybridized silicon in SiNTs.56 Yamada et al.57 also confirmed the

presence of SiNTs composed of rolled-up quasi-two-dimensional

honeycomb nets of silicon atoms with cylindrical symmetry and an

inter-wall distance of 0.36 nm by HRTEM, as compared with the

{111} inter-plane distance of 0.31 nm in silicon diamond structures.

Due to silicon’s fundamental applications in electro-optical

fields, investigations into SiNTs’ optical properties are highly

important. Experimentally Lee et al.47 observed a peak centred

at 2.06 eV in a photoluminescence (PL) spectra for SiNTs

composed of amorphous Si about 50 nm in diameter and

covered by an oxide layer of 10 nm on porous alumina. The

peak position shifted to 2.21 eV after oxidization. Teo et al.48

reported that a similar PL peak is close to 2.06 eV for normal

SiNWs 20–50 nm in diameter, but the PL peak of uniform

SiNWs 1–5 nm in diameter is about 1.72 eV and exhibits more

intense (at least 10 times) luminescence than that of the former.

Hu et al.49 reported a weak emission peak near 2.76 eV in a room

temperature cathode–luminescence spectrum from diamond-like

cubic SiNTs with outer diameters of about 60–180 nm and wall

thicknesses of about 20–60 nm that were grown on ZnS substrate.

Xu et al.53 reported that the turn-on field and threshold field for

highly ordered SiNT arrays are about 5.1 V mm�1 and 7.3 V mm�1,
which are two of the lowest fields for Si field emission materials at

technologically useful current densities. Patolsky58 et al. reported a

FET device based on sp3-hybridized SiNTs, where the gate-voltage

dependence is typical of p-type FETs and similar to that of

nanowire-based FET devices. These studies illustrate the

potential application of 1D silicon structures in the fields of

nanooptoelectronic devices and field emitters. These discoveries

also imply that the optical properties of SiNTs are directly related

to their intrinsic structures. Hence, it is very significant to study

the difference between the optical properties of sp2 and sp3

hybridized SiNTs and understand the origin of the difference.

In this paper, we report the optical properties of three different

structures of SWSiNTs based on sp2 and sp3 hybridization with

different tubular lengths using the LDM method and a INDO/S

Hamiltonian. The SWSiNTs are the armchair, zigzag and poly-

hedral structures reported in Chem. Phys. Lett.28 and Proc. Natl.

Acad. Sci. U. S. A.39 By comparison, the relation between optical

properties and their intrinsic effect of sp2 and sp3 hybridization of

the silicons in the nanotubes were obtained.

The INDO/S-LDM method

The linear polarization tensor a is defined as61,62

aij ¼
dPiðoÞ
dPjðoÞ

����
E¼0

ð1Þ

Where P(o) is the electric polarization vector, E(o) is the

external electric field, and i and j are the indexes representing

the x, y, and z components of a vector. The electric polarization

is a physical observable and is defined by the expectation values

of microscopic polarization operator P̂

P(r,t) = Tr [P̂(r) r(t)] (2)

Where r(t) is the reduced single-electron density matrix that

can be obtained by solving the time-dependent Hartree–Fock

(TDHF) equation of motion63

i�h
d

dt
þ g

� �
rðtÞ ¼ ½h; rðtÞ� ð3Þ

Where h is the Fock operator of the system and g is

the phenomenological dephasing constant. The INDO/S

Hamiltonian64–66 in the presence of an external field E is

described as follows

Ĥ ¼
X
ab

X
i2a;j2b

tijc
y
aicbj þ

1

2

X
a

X
ijmn

Vij;mn
a c

y
aic
y
amcancaj

þ 1

2

X
aab

X
i2a;j2b

gijabc
y
aicaic

y
bjcbj � EðtÞ:

X
mn

P̂
mn

ab c
y
amcbn

ð4Þ

Where cwai (cbj) is the creation (annihilation) operator for an

electron at a localized atomic spin-orbital i(j) on atom a(b).

Vij,mn
a is the on-site repulsion, and gijab stands for the two-center

repulsion. The one-electron hopping integral tijmay be expressed as

tij = hwia|�1
2r

2
r + U(r)|wibi (5)

where wi(wj) is the ith(jth) atomic orbital on atom a(b), and U(r)

is the one-electron potential. The second and the third terms in

eqn (4) represent the effective electron–electron Coulombic

interaction. The last term describes the interaction between the

valence electrons and an external electric field E(t), and P̂ is

the molecular dipole moment operator. Pij
ab is calculated by

hwia|P|wjbi, neglecting the diatomic overlap. Taking into account

the linear response only, the reduced single-electron density

matrix r(t) may be written as r(t) = r(0) + dr, where r(0) is
the ground-state reduced density matrix, and dr is the field-

induced density matrix deviation. Similarly, the Fock matrix h

can be decomposed into h = h(0) + dh, where h(0) is the Fock
matrix in the absence of the external field:

h
ð0Þmn
ab ¼ tmn

ab þ dab 2
X
ij2a
ðVmn;ij

a rð0Þijaa �
1

2
Vmi;nj

a rð0Þijaa Þ
" #

þ dabdmn
X
cab

X
l2c

2rð0Þllcc gml
ac � rð0Þmn

ba gmn
ab ð6Þ

Similarly, the field-induced Fock matrix can be written as

dhmn
ab ¼ dab 2

X
ij2a
ðVmn;ij

a drð0Þijaa �
1

2
Vmi;nj

a drð0Þijaa Þ
" #

þ dabdmn

X
cab

X
l2c

2drllccg
ml
ac � drmn

ba g
mn
ab ð7Þ

The single-electron density matrix follows the equation of

motion:

ði�h d

dt
þ rÞdrðtÞ ¼ ½hð0Þ; drðtÞ� þ ½dhðtÞ; rð0Þ� � EðtÞ:½P; rð0Þ�

ð8Þ
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where g is the dephasing constant. More scientific details can

be found from the references.67–70

The INDO/S method64–66 is employed to generate the

ground-state density matrices and Fock matrices from the

reference of Zerner et al.,71 and then the INDO/S-LDM

method is employed to calculate absorption spectra. The

dephasing parameter g in the calculations of absorption

spectra and LDM is 0.1 eV. No cut-off is adopted for r0
(HF ground state reduced single-electron density matrix), induced

density matrix and coulomb interaction. The anisotropy of

electron excitations is investigated by calculating the dynamic

polarizabilities for different directions. The excitation nature

of main peaks is examined by the corresponding reduced

single-electron density matrices. All the INDO/S calculations

were carried out using our program LODESTAR V1.02.67–69

Results

A. Structures of silicon nanotubes

All of the structures28,39 shown in Fig. 1 were optimized the

B3LYP/6–31G(d) method using the Gaussian 03 program.72

Both ends of all the systems are terminated with hydrogen

atoms. Silicon’s bond lengths, angles and dihedral angles were

kept the same for identical situations in one nanotube, and

then other SiNTs of different length were constructed with the

optimized results with the repetitiveness of the 1D lattice. For

the sp3-hybridized SWSiNTs systems (a)–(c), the length of

interlayer bonds (r1 in Fig. 1 and Table 1) decreases with an

increase in diameter. The corresponding interactions of interlayer

bonds increase, which means that the interlayer interactions are

important contributors in enhancing the stability of polyhedral

nanotubes. It is also seen from the lengths of intralayer bonds

(r2 in Fig. 1 and Table 1) that the five-membered structure is just

as stable as a planar ring structure. This was further verified from

DEtotal/n in Table 1.

All of the bond lengths in sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs are

shorter than those in sp3-hybridized SWSiNTs. DEtotal/n

proves that the armchair SWSiNTs (systems (d) and (e)) are

less stable than five-membered and six-membered polyhedral

SWSiNTs. However, the stability of sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs

can be enhanced as the diameter increases due to an increase in

electron delocalization and enhanced stability.38 The length

difference between intralayer (r2) and interlayer (r1) Si–Si

bonds is also reduced as the diameter of sp2-hybridized

SWSiNT increases. However, the comparison of stabilities

between the different types of SWSiNTS needs to be solved

by further research and is not discussed here. The results in

Table 1 are in good agreement with other studies.25,27,31,32,36

B. Validity for electron excitations of sp2-conjugated systems

To validate the INDO/S parameters for the optical spectro-

scopy of sp2-conjugated silicon systems, p–p* excitations of

several planar Sin and SinHn+2 (n = 12, 16, 20, 24) systems

were first calculated with both methods: INDO/S-LDM and

B3LYP-TDDFT/6–31G*. Si–Si and Si–H distances were 2.35 Å

and 1.48 Å, and the Si–Si–Si angle was 2/3p. The difference

between the two results is quite small (the main excitation

energies are listed in Table 2), and the same descending trend

appears. The main transition is from p–p* excitations of SiQSi

bonds. The results exhibit the feasibility of using INDO/

S-LDM for sp2-hybridized silicon systems. Hence, the original

silicon INDO/S parameters by Zerner et al.71 are adapted in the

simulations of this article. The INDO/S-LDMmethod was also

adapted to study the optical properties of hydrogenated silicon

nanostructures.73

We calculated the electron excitations of a Si16 chain

terminated with different atoms/groups, including one H atom,

three H atoms, one hydroxyl and three hydroxyls. The main

character of the electron excitations is almost the same as the

pristine chain Si16 and the transition peaks remain nearly

constant. For example, the strongest excitation of n–Si16 near

Fig. 1 Optimized structures of different SWSiNTs. The pentagonal

SWSiNTs based on sp3 hybridization: (a) square four-membered

Si36H8[Si(4)], (b) pentagonal five-membered Si45H10[Si(5)] and

(c) hexagonal six-membered Si54H12[Si(6)], and the armchair and zigzag

SWSiNTs based on sp2 hybridization: (d) armchair Si54H12[Si(3,3)],

(e) armchair Si72H16[Si(4,4)], (f) zigzag Si50H10[Si(5,0)] and (g) zigzag

Si60H12[Si(6,0)].
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1.0 eV blue-shifts only 0.06 eV, because the optical properties of

silicon clusters originate predominantly from electron excitations of

the silicon skeletons. The overlap between silicon’s orbitals (both p
and s bonds) is not strong, so the corresponding excitations occur

first. Hence, the optical properties of hydrogen-terminated

SWSiNTs are feasible. The experimental results of Uchiyama

et al. agree with our conclusion that the longest-wavelength

absorption maximum of UV–Vis spectra of R0–SiQSi–SiQSi–R0

ranges from 2.33 eV to 2.43 eV for different substituents, including

aromatic radicals.74

C. Electron excitations of sp
3
-hybridized SWSiNTs

As discussed in section A, the basic stability information on

SWSiNTs has been obtained. The most stable polyhedral

five-membered SWSiNTs were selected to further explore

electron excitations of sp3-hybridized SWSiNTs. Fig. 2

presents the calculated electron excitations (from Si25H10

B1 nm to Si125H10 B6 nm in length) using INDO/S-LDM.

The length of Si125H10 is longer than the limit of silicon’s free-

exciton Bohr length (4.3 nm).75

The results show that the low-energy electron excitations

(below 5.0 eV) are very weak in the vertical SWSiNT direction

(Fig. 2a), and the intensity is still weak for the longest

SWSiNT. The lowest-peak around 1.5 eV seems to be constant

and the intensity increases with increases in the SWSiNTs’

length. The electron excitations parallel to the SWSiNT

direction (Fig. 2b) look completely different. The excitation

intensities are much stronger than those in the perpendicular

direction, and the intensities of a characteristic peak (arrow

shown in Fig. 2b) increased dramatically. The peaks red-shift

from 4.048 eV in Si65H10 to 3.557eV in Si125H10. The shoulder

peak around 2.9 eV shows a similar trend to the peak around

1.5 eV in the vertical SWSiNT direction.

In order to identify the nature of the transition in the tubular

direction, the ground density matrix and four important excited

induced density matrixes (Dr) of Si125H10 were examined using

INDO/S-LDM. The results are shown in Fig. 3a–e. Atomic

orbital representation is employed. The atomic indices were

assigned increasing from one end of the tube to another, and

the orbital indices were arranged in the order of 2s, 2px, 2py, and

2pz. The absolute values of Dr elements are shown in the contour

plots. From the contour plots in Fig. 3a, it can be observed that

the whole nanotube is constituted of s bonds. The excited-states

have a longer interactive distance of induced density matrix and

coulomb interaction than the ground-state, although all four

peaks mainly originate from s–s* transitions. The shoulder peak
at 2.914 eV in Fig. 3b is attributed to a s–s* excitation of short

distance and partly localized at two ends of the nanotube. Hence,

it exists in all the SWSiNTs around the same energy.We speculate

that the peak originates from as bond between adjacent distorted

sp3-hybridized silicon and partly from the ps–ps orbital

interaction between the parallel rings, as illustrated recently

by Hoffmann et al.76 in similar carbon systems. Hence, the

corresponding transition energy is lower than those of normal

silicon s–s* transitions.77,78 This peak can’t be observed in

multi-walled SiNTs based on fourfold-coordinated silicons,

because there are no ps–ps bonds. The peaks at 3.557 eV and

5.010 eV (Fig. 3c and d) are mainly attributed to the excitation

of the nanotube body. Although the peak at 5.262 eV (Fig. 3e)

is attributed to more the ends and less to the body than the

Table 1 Main results of the optimized SWSiNTs in Fig. 1

Bond
length/Å

Diameter/Å DEHUMO–HOMO/eV DEtotal/n/eV
r1 r2

(a) Si(4) 2.418 2.437 3.446 0.339 0.000c

(b) Si(5) 2.423 2.422 4.121 0.852 �1.551
(c) Si(6) 2.420 2.418 4.836 0.897 �1.506
(d) Si(3,3) 2.275 2.245 6.616 0.850 �0.609
(e) Si(4,4) 2.258 2.260 8.772 0.413 �1.329
(f) Si(5,0) 2.304 2.323 5.836(1.311)a 0.300 0.000c

(g) Si(6,0) 2.297 2.313 6.896(1.192)a 0.252 �0.246
a Internal diameter for puckered zigzag SiNTs, and the difference

between internal and external diameters shown in parentheses.
b n denotes the number of silicon atoms in one layer. c Polyhedral

and armchair SiNTs referred to system a, and zigzag SiNTs referred to

system g due to different atom numbers in SiNTs.

Table 2 The excitation energies of single chains, Sin and SinHn+2

B3LYP-TDDFT/6–31G* INDO/S

Si12 1.55(strong) 1.54(strong)
3.32(weak) 3.02(weak)

Si16 1.29(strong) 1.33(strong)
2.89(weak) 2.68(weak)

Si20 1.14(strong) 1.06(strong)
2.51(weak) 2.34(weak)

Si24 1.00(strong) 0.90(strong)
2.25(weak) 2.09(weak)

Si12H14 1.32(strong) 1.56(strong)
2.95(weak) 2.66(weak)

Si16H18 1.10(strong) 1.32(strong)
2.26(weak) 2.55(weak)

Si20H22 0.95(strong) 1.16(strong)
1.99(weak) 2.28(weak)

Si24H26 0.84(strong) 1.04(strong)
1.80(weak) 2.07(weak)

Fig. 2 Electron excitations of sp3-hybridized five-membered polyhedral

SWSiNTs [Si(5)]: (a) external field E is perpendicular to the tubular

axis (E> tube) and (b) external field E is parallel with the tubular axis

(E|| tube). The arrow indicates the uppermost absorption peak for

each nanotube.
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peak at 5.010 eV, they possess a similar transition character.

Hence, the last two peaks at 5.010 eV and 5.262 eV will merge

into one as the SWSiNT length increases. Consequently, the

peaks at 3.537 eV and 5.010 eV are the diagnostic electron

excitation of five-membered polyhedral SWSiNTs. A peak

around 3.5 eV can also be found from SiNWs, which originates

from the quantum size effect,79 and varies with the size and

crystalline direction of the silicon systems.

The relationships between the last three excitation energy

gaps of five-membered polyhedral SWSiNT and 1/N are

plotted in Fig. 4 after linear fitting, where N is the number

of silicon atoms. The excitation energies of infinitely long

nanotubes are 2.998 eV, 4.652 eV and 4.754 eV. An interesting

find is that the first peak of 2.998 eV is near the shoulder peak

of ps–ps transition and the last two peaks are very close each

other. Hence, based on our study, only two peaks would be

experimentally observed at B3.0 and 4.7 eV. The peaks

of B3.0 and 4.7 eV are characteristic absorption peaks of

electron excitations of sp3-hybridized SiNTs according to

INDO/S-LDM. The peak at 4.7 eV is extremely close to the

cohesion energy of silicon, 4.63 eV, which further proves the validity

of our simulation. The excitation at B3.0 eV corresponding with

silicon’s sp3 hybridization is also consistent with results in other

silicon nanostructures.73

The SWSiNT Si65H10 exhibits the essence of five-membered

polyhedral electron excitations. The excitations of four-membered

polyhedral Si52H8 and six-membered polyhedral Si78H12 were

calculated and compared (shown in Fig. 5), since their tubular

lengths are the same as five-membered polyhedral Si65H10.

Their electron excitations are similar in the E> tube direction,

and no strong peak can be observed. The diagnostic transition

in the E|| tube direction blue-shifts with an increase in the

SWSiNTs diameter (shown with arrows in Fig. 5b).

D. Electron excitations of sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs

The electron excitations of two types of sp2-hybridized

SWSiNTs, armchair and zigzag nanotubes, were calculated and

compared with each other. Armchair and zigzag SWSiNTs have

approximately equivalent conjugated six-membered circles along

the tubular direction. They are: armchair Si78H12[Si(3,3)] and

Si112H16[Si(4,4)], and zigzag Si70H10[Si(5,0)] and Si84H12[Si(6,0)].

Polyhedral Si78H12[Si(6)] was compared with armchair SWSiNT

Si78H12[Si(3,3)], because they possess the same number of atoms.

On the other hand, the lengths of [Si(6)] and [Si(3,3)] nanotubes

are quite different. The calculated spectra of the five nanotubes in

both directions are shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed from

Fig. 5 and 6 that the excitation intensities of sp2-hybridized

SWSiNTs are higher than those based on sp3 hybridization in both

directions for the peaks below 4.0 eV. Armchair Si78H12[Si(3,3)]

and Si112H16[Si(4,4)] both display a stronger excitation of s–s*
transitions about 3.0 eV than polyhedral Si78H12[Si(6)] in addition

to the lower excitation energy. A distinct excitation peak

below 1.4 eV is observed, and the corresponding energy is

much lower than the s–s* bond energy. From our previous

study,28 we know that the overlap of silicon pz orbitals forms

delocalized p bonds in armchair SWSiNTs. Hence, the electron

excitations below 2.0 eV are probably p–p* transitions.Meanwhile,

p–p* transitions usually display a higher intensity than s–s*
transitions. Another feature is that the first diagnostic transition

red-shifts and the second diagnostic transition blue-shifts for

sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs as the diameter increases (Fig. 6b).

The bond lengths in zigzag SWSiNTs are a little longer than

those in armchair SWSiNTs, but the intensities of the excitations

below 4.0 eV are stronger in zigzag SWSiNTs than in polyhedral

SWSiNTs. The differences of the Si–Si bond lengths between

armchair [Si(3,3)] and zigzag[Si(6,0)] are 0.02 Å for r1 and 0.07 Å

for r2, but their peaks display a similar transitional character. The

peaks of zigzag [Si(5,0)] are similar with others, although there is

a node perpendicular to the axis that is very unfavourable to

electron delocalization.28 The peak at 0.918 eV from the p–p*

Fig. 3 The ground and induced density matrix (Dr) of five-membered

polyhedral SWSiNT Si125H10[Si(5)] in the parallel tubular axis direction:

(a) ground state, (b) 2.914 eV, (c) 3.557 eV, (d) 5.010 eV and (e) 5.262 eV

(dephasing constant is 0.1 eV in the calculation).

Fig. 4 Optical gap via 1/N for SWSiNTs.
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transition in [Si(5,0)] SWSiNTs is only a little weaker than the

peak in [Si(6,0)] SWSiNTs. It reflects that the weak overlap

between pz orbitals contributes to the spectra and electron

excitation in spite of its small effect on stability. The similar

transition peaks in four sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs indicates

that the tubular chirality has limited impact on electron

excitations, which is the same trend as found for carbon

nanotubes.67 Moreover, the excitation energy in armchair

SWSiNTs along the {100} direction is less than that in zigzag

SWSiNTs along the silicon {110} direction, which was also

found for SiNWs.79

Fig. 7 and 8 shows the calculated excitation spectra of three

armchair [Si(3,3)] nanotubes, Si78H12, Si85H12, Si105H12 and

three armchair [Si(4,4)] nanotubes, Si102H16, Si136H16,

Si168H16. The p–p* transitional energy of [Si(4,4)] along the

tubular direction is a little higher than that of [Si(3,3)]. The

peaks of the main excitations in the perpendicular tubular

direction have blue-shifted slightly as the length increases

(Fig. 7a and 8a), while the intensities are unchanged. However,

in the parallel tubular direction the excitation intensities increase

and the two main peaks both red-shift (Fig. 7b and 8b). This

trend is the same as found for carbon nanotubes.80 The peaks of

polyhedral SiNT above 4.5 eV disappear.

Furthermore, in order to understand the nature of the

transition in the parallel direction, the ground and two important

excited induced density matrixes (Dr) of Si126H12[Si(3,3)] were

calculated using INDO/S-LDM. The results are shown in Fig. 9

with the same reference contours. The atomic orbital indices are

arranged as in Fig. 3. The absolute values of the Dr elements

and are also used as in Fig. 3. From the contour plots for

ground state in Fig. 9a, it is observed that the armchair

nanotube consists of s bonds and delocalized p bonds. The

first peak at 1.0 eV displays approximately the same inter-

action distance in an induced density matrix and coulomb

interaction as the ground-state. It certifies that the corres-

ponding excitation is a p–p* transition. The peak at 2.65 eV

displays a shorter distance in an induced density matrix and

coulomb interaction than the former peak. It is similar to

interaction distance shown in Fig. 3c, although its value of Dr
elements is lower. It proves that the corresponding excitation

is s–s* transition.

The relationships between the major-peak energies in armchair

[Si(3,3)] and [Si(4,4)] and 1/N are also plotted in Fig. 4. The

optical gaps of the infinitely long [Si(3,3)] SWSiNT along the

tubular axis direction are about 0.7 eV and 2.4 eV, and those of

the infinitely long [Si(4,4)] are 0.7 eV and 2.7 eV.

From these calculations on sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs, we

can conclude that one p–p* peak of electron excitations along

the different tube directions is below 1.0 eV. The s–s* electron
excitation around 2.7 eV is the only strong peak without other

significant excitations. These results reflect that sp2-conjugated

SiNTs possess more applicable optical potential than sp3-

hybridized SiNTs.

E. Perspective on experimental results

Unfortunately, we can’t compare our results with the experimental

data directly. Firstly, there is currently no report on the SWSiNT

spectrum. Secondly, it is known from our simulations and

experimental data that the optical property changes dramatically

with the diameter of SiNTs.48 Thirdly, the oxidization layer47 and

other impurities also affect the spectrum peak.

However, we still can get some clue from our calculations on

the sp3- and sp2- hybridized SWSiNTs, because they all display

different characteristics of electron excitations. The s–s*
transition energy for sp3-hybridized SiNTs is higher than that

for sp2-hybridized SiNTs. For sp3-hybridized SWSiNTs, the

peaks located at B 3.0 eV and 4.5 eV are both due to s–s*
electron transitions. For sp2-hybridized SWSiNTs, one peak

below 2.7 eV is mainly owing to s–s* electron transitions and

the other below 1.0 eV is owing to p–p* electron transitions.

Experimentally, two peaks near 2.06 eV (600 nm) and 2.76 eV

(450 nm) are observed in luminescence (PL) spectra for SiNTs

and SiNWs prepared by different groups,47–49 respectively.

Fig. 5 Electron excitations of polyhedral SWSiNTs Si52H8[Si(4)],

Si65H10[Si(5)] and Si78H12[Si(6)]: (a) along the E> tube direction

and (b) along the E|| tube direction.

Fig. 6 Electron excitations of different nanotubes with the same

length: (a) along the E> tube direction and (b) along the E|| tube

direction.

Fig. 7 Electron excitations of armchair [Si(3,3)] Si78H12, Si85H12,

Si105H12: (a) along the E> tube direction and (b) along the E|| tube

direction.
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The optical properties of cubic crystal SiNT corresponds to

s–s* electron transitions of sp3-hybridized silicons, so the

transition energy (2.76 eV) is the highest and the intensity is not

strong. Meanwhile, the s–s* transition energy (2.06 eV) in

sp2-hybridized SiNTs is lower. The s–s* transition energy moves

to low energy with a decrease in the SiNW diameter.48

Theoretically zigzag SiNTs possess weaker overlap of pz orbitals

and weaker delocalization of p electron, but their electron excita-

tions are similar to those of armchair SiNTs. The optical properties

of polycrystalline or amorphous SiNTs will include the peak

from p–p* electron transitions of sp2-hybridized SiNTs, because

unsaturated pz orbitals will overlap somewhat with each other,

and form weak delocalized p bonds and result in low-energy

p–p* absorption, especially for the large surface-to-size ratio.

The peak would probably be observed experimentally in the

near-IR region, but the transition intensity of p–p* transition

would be stronger than that of s–s* transition.

Conclusions

The electron excitations of three kinds of SWSiNTs were

calculated using the LDMmethod and the INDO/SHamiltonian.

The nature of major transitions were characterized by examining

their induced single-electron density matrices. It was found that

the optical properties of SiNTs are strongly affected by the

hybridization type. The main results are summarized as follows:

(1) The electron excitations of SiNTs are sensitive to the

hybridization types. The transition intensity in the parallel

tubular direction is higher than that in the perpendicular

tubular direction for SiNTs based on both sp2 and sp3

hybridization. The corresponding major transition peaks

red-shift and the intensities increase with an increase in length

along the tubular direction.

(2) The optical gaps of the infinitely long pentagonal

sp3-hybridized SWSiNT along the direction of tubular axis

are about 3.0 eV and 4.7 eV and originate from s–s* electron

transitions. The optical gaps of the infinitely long sp2 armchair

[Si(3,3)] SWSiNT along the tubular direction are about 0.7 eV

and 2.4 eV, those of [Si(4,4)] are 0.7 eV and 2.7 eV owing to

p–p* and s–s* electron transitions, separately. The transition

intensities of sp2-hybridized SiNTs are larger than those of

sp3-hybridized SiNTs.

(3) The electron excitations of sp2-hybridized zigzag

SWSiNTs appear to be very similar to those of armchair

SWSiNTs, with the main contribution from the overlap of

lonely unpaired pz orbitals. The weak overlap of pz orbitals

has a big effect on electron transition and spectra character in

spite of a weaker effect on stability. It reflects that SiNTs based

on sp2 hybridization possess more potential in optical fields

than those based on sp3 hybridization.
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